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ABSTRACT

Introduction A strike is a collective, temporary and calculated action, which involves a temporary stoppage of work. For healthcare professionals strike action poses a unique dilemma. Perhaps most fundamentally, as strike action is designed to be disruptive it has the potential to impact the delivery of care and place patient well-being in jeopardy. The objective of this study is therefore to evaluate the impact of healthcare strike action on patient mortality outcomes globally using meta-analysis in order to provide a comprehensive evidence base that can advise healthcare professionals, governments and regulatory bodies on the impact that strike action has on patients.

Methods and analysis A comprehensive literature search of major electronic databases (EMBASE, MEDLINE, CINAHL, BIOETHICSLINE, EconLit, WEB OF SCIENCE, OPEN GREY and SIGMA REPOSITORY) will be undertaken to identify observational studies of strike action among healthcare professionals where in-hospital/clinic and population/community mortality is examined, prestrike, during and poststrike. Meta-analysis will be performed to estimate in-hospital/clinic and population/community mortality during periods of strike action. The quality of evidence will be assessed using the National Institute of Health quality assessment tool for observational cohort and cross-sectional studies. Risk of bias will be assessed using the Cochrane Risk Of Bias In Non-Randomized Studies - of Interventions tool.

Ethics and dissemination This study does not require ethical approval. Findings will be submitted to an appropriate peer-reviewed journal.

Trial registration number CRD42021238879.

BACKGROUND

Strike action in healthcare is a remarkably common global phenomenon. A strike (or strike action or labour strike) has been defined as a ‘temporary stoppage of work by a group of employees in order to express a grievance or enforce a demand’. That is, a strike is collective, temporary and calculated, and is largely distinct from other forms of workplace protest and resistance. For healthcare professionals, strike action poses a unique dilemma. Perhaps most fundamentally, as strike action is designed to be disruptive it has the potential to impact the delivery of care and place patient well-being in jeopardy. Beyond this concern, the characteristics of strikes and the patients and healthcare systems they impact vary substantially. Healthcare strikes have been documented on almost every continent, they vary in length, from hours to hundreds of days, their demands vary and their impact can be vastly different. The healthcare systems they impact also vary substantially, from Kenya, to New Zealand to the USA. Even until recently, strikes have continued to occur throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.

Over the last four decades the justifiability of strike action has been debated in the literature in hundreds of articles, letters, commentaries and debates. Positions on this are often quite polarised, with a number of authors arguing that strike action in healthcare cannot be justified in any circumstance. Counihan, for example, argues that strike action was akin to ‘trying to cure a disease
The impact of strike action is measurable and over the last several decades’ evidence in relation to such action has expanded. In addition to a broad literature debating the justifiability of strike action, research exists on the impact that strikes have on healthcare delivery, for example, patient presentations and admissions and the attitudes of patients and healthcare professionals toward such action. Given the pressing concerns about patient well-being during strike action, an outcome that has received particular attention is patient mortality, with a number of studies measuring patient mortality in-hospital/clinics and in populations/communities during strike action. To a lesser extent, a number of other patient outcomes have been examined in light of strike action, from immunisation rates to chlamydia rates for example.

There is a pressing need for clarity in relation to the above literature on patient outcomes. That is, a better understanding of how such action impacts patient mortality (and other outcomes) will have implications for critical normative, practical and regulatory questions related to strike action. Whether such action is justified, how patient well-being can be protected during a strike and whether healthcare professionals should face sanction for participating, are among a number of important questions to which this review will contribute.

The primary objective of this study is therefore to evaluate the impact of healthcare strike action on patient mortality outcomes globally (specifically in-hospital/clinic and population/community mortality captured prestrike, during and in poststrike periods) using meta-analysis in order to provide a comprehensive evidence base that contributes to ethical, practical and regulatory decision making in relation to strike action. The in-hospital/clinic distinction has been made to ensure global inclusivity, for example, some countries do not have hospitals but instead provide healthcare from a clinical setting of sorts such as a rural clinic that serves as a hospital. The population/community distinction has been made in relation to the types of data individual studies may provide.

**REVIEW QUESTION**
What is the impact of healthcare strike action on patient mortality outcomes globally?

**METHODS**
This protocol conforms to Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis Protocols guidelines for the reporting of systematic review and meta-analysis protocols (see online supplemental file 1). Eligibility criteria were developed using the PECOS (Population, Exposure, Comparator, Outcomes, Study design) framework, which is summarised in table 1 and described in detail in the later sections.

| Table 1 Summary of the PECOS eligibility criteria (detailed descriptions in manuscript text) |
|---------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------------|
| Population | Patients presenting or admitted to hospital or a healthcare service (in-hospital/clinic mortality) and the general/local population (population mortality) | Outpatient services; alternative health-related services |
| Exposure | Period of strike by healthcare professionals | Strike of non-professional healthcare staff or healthcare services where healthcare professionals have not gone on strike (eg, upstream effects of strike) |
| Comparator | Period of no strike by healthcare professionals (prestrike and poststrike) | |
| Outcomes | Mortality | Morbidity |
| Study design | Observational studies comparing patient mortality during and prestrike/poststrike | Qualitative studies and other studies that are not observational such as experimental studies |
Patient/population
We will include studies of patients receiving care from hospitals/clinics before, during and after a period of strike (to identify how patients in hospitals/clinics are impacted by strike action). We will include all patients impacted by strike action in-hospital, however, where data exists about patient acuity this will be reported. We will also include studies that examine mortality in the general population/community under study before, during and after a period of strike action (to identify the broader effects of the strike, for example, people who died at home because they didn’t seek treatment/sought treatment elsewhere). For our analysis of in-hospital mortality we have excluded outpatient and alternative health services as in many cases, these services would not be comparable to hospital environments and would have further complicated the results, for example, outpatient and alternative health services are likely to witness far fewer deaths and far less acute patients even outside periods of strike action.

Interventions
Our intervention event will be strike action by healthcare professionals. Non-professional healthcare strikes will be excluded (eg, porters, drivers, cleaners, administrative staff). When there is a mix of both professional and non-professional healthcare staff striking we will include the study. For these purposes, we will define healthcare professionals as defined in the UK as ‘a person associated with either a specialty or a discipline and who is qualified and allowed by regulatory bodies to provide a healthcare service to a patient’. Healthcare professionals will therefore include doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, dieticians and paramedics, among others.

Comparison
Period of no strike of the same service(s) (prestrike and poststrike); usual care.

Outcomes
Primary outcome
- In-hospital/clinic mortality.
  - In-hospital/clinic mortality during a strike period will be examined against a comparable time period before and/or after the strike action. Mortality rates for each period will be compared.
  - Where possible, prestrike and poststrike control periods will be examined to analyse if the strike itself has any effect on patient mortality.
- Population mortality.
  - Population mortality during a strike period will be examined against a comparable time period before and/or after the strike action. Mortality rates for each period will be compared.

Note that consideration will be given to the duration of the no strike comparison compared with the strike and whether it is prestrike and poststrike.

Study design
Due to the nature of strikes, this is the best available evidence that can be included in this type of synthesis. Observational studies comparing patient mortality during and prestrike/poststrike. Observational studies can include cohort, longitudinal and cross-sectional designs.

Measures of effect size
For each study, we will compute the relative risk (RR) of mortality: during versus prestrike/poststrike.

Information sources
The following electronic databases and time periods will be searched: EMBASE (1980–2021), MEDLINE (1946–2021), CINAHL (1982–2021), BIOETHICSLINE (1972–1999), (This time period has not been limited by the researchers, papers were only indexed in BIOETHICSLINE from 1972 to 1999.) EconLit (1969–2021), WEB OF SCIENCE (1960–2021). In addition, grey literature will be searched through OPEN GREY, and SIGMA REPOSITORY.

Where complete data for a relevant outcome are not available from a report of an eligible study we will contact authors to request data. In addition, we will conduct a manual search of reference lists of eligible studies.

Search strategy
Search terms have been developed to capture the core concepts, related to the form of intervention we are interested in (eg, strike action, industrial action) and the populations in question (eg, doctors, nurses, healthcare professionals). The final search terms will be: strike OR “industrial action” OR “industrial dispute” OR “collective action” AND doctor OR physician OR clinician OR “medical practitioner” OR nurse* OR “health professional” OR healthcare OR “health care” OR “pharmac*” OR “dentist” OR “midwi*” OR dieti* OR “occupational therapist” OR “paramed*” OR “physiotherapist” OR “radiograph*” OR “psycholog*” OR “health worker” OR “hospital”. There will be no publication dates or language restrictions. If there is a period greater than 3 months from the initial search to journal submission then another search for that time period will be conducted to bring the search up to date. For an expanded search strategy see online supplemental file 2.

Study selection
Titles and abstracts of the initial searches will be independently screened by RE and one other member of the review team, who will exclude studies not meeting the eligibility criteria. RE and one other reviewer will then independently screen the full-text of the remaining articles, retaining only eligible studies for inclusion. Disagreements at any stage will be resolved through discussion or with a third member of the review team if necessary.
CODING AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PLAN

Data extraction
One reviewer (RE) will perform data extraction, with extracted data checked for accuracy by SMW. Information extracted will include:

- Study characteristics (such as study design, geographical location and year in which the strike took place).
- Overview of the strike characteristics, professionals involved, length of strike and length of control period(s).
- Mortality outcome results and whether there was adjustment for potential confounders in the analyses.
- Source of data (e.g., administrative database, population mortality statistics).
- Any other contextual details about the strike which may be relevant.

Missing data
Where there is missing data; study authors will be contacted for unreported data and additional details.

Study characteristics
We will generate a descriptive table summarising the key characteristics of each eligible study including the type of strike, the professionals involved and the patient populations and in-hospital services affected.

Meta-analysis
Meta-analysis will be used to systematically synthesise the findings of the single, independent studies retrieved from the search and included for analysis. The RR will be calculated for each study. We will pool RRs using a random-effects model and test for heterogeneity (see later). A random-effects method for dichotomous outcomes can combine ORs, risks ratios or risk differences and can be conducted in RevMan where log transformations can also be conducted. If a meta-analysis is not possible due to too few results or for any other reasons, the authors will assess the suitability of conducting an alternate synthesis.

Analysis of sub-groups
If possible, we may do subanalysis of the length of strike, professionals involved, services affected and geographical location. We will conduct the subanalysis if there are a minimum of two studies that can be meaningfully pooled and their results are sufficiently similar. If studies are not similar, we will conduct subanalysis if there are four studies.

Heterogeneity
We will test for variation in effect sizes within a set of studies for the same comparison by computing the I² statistic, which estimates the proportion of variance in effect sizes due to true heterogeneity. We will also report τ as a measure of heterogeneity for each comparison, which gives the SD of the effect size estimate.

Sensitivity analysis
We will assess the robustness of the findings to various types of strikes (length, location, etc) by performing sensitivity analyses including removing studies with a high risk of bias, that is, where overall bias is assessed as being critical using the Risk Of Bias In Non-Randomized Studies - of Interventions (ROBINS-I).

Evidence grading
The quality of the study evidence for the primary outcome of mortality will be evaluated using the National Institute of Health quality assessment tool for observational cohort and cross-sectional studies and presented in a Summary of Findings table. Within-study bias will be assessed with the Cochrane ROBINS-I tool, which rates potential for study bias arising preintervention (confounders, participant selection), during the intervention (classification of intervention) and postintervention (deviations, missing data, outcome measurement, result selection). Two authors will conduct the assessment and a third will look at a random sample assessments.

Patient and public involvement
This study is a synthesis of secondary data and will not require patient or public involvement.
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